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Abstract
The enourmous size of configuration spaces in highly configurable softwares pose chal-
lenges to testing. Typically exhaustive testing is neither an option nor a way. Combi-
natorial interaction techiques are a systematic way to test such enourmous configuration
spaces by a systematic way of sampling the space, employed through covering arrays. A
t-way covering array is a sampled subset of configurations which contains all t-way option
setting combinations. Testing through t-way covering arrays is proven to be highly effec-
tive at revealing failures caused by interaction of t or fewer options. Although, traditional
covering arrays are effective however, we’ve observed that they suffer in the presence of
complex interactions among configuration options, referred as tangled options. A tangled
configuration option is described as either a configuration option with complex structure
and/or nested in hierarchy of configuration options. In this thesis, we conjecture the effec-
tiveness of CIT in the presence of tangled options can greatly be improved, by analyzing
the system’s source code. The analysis of source code reveals the interaction of configu-
ration options with each other, this information can be used to determine which additional
option setting combinations and the conditions under which these combinations must be
tested. Gray-box testing methods rely on partial structural information of the system dur-
iv
ing testing. We’ve statically analyzed the source code of subject applications to extract the
structure and hierachy of configuration options. Each configuration option has been struc-
turally tested according to a test criterion against a t-way covering array and subsequently
their t-way interactions. The criterion revealed the missing coverage of options which
were employed to drive the additional testcase generation phase to acheive complete cov-
erage. We present a number of novel CIT coverage criteria for t-wise interaction testing
of configuration options. In this thesis, we’ve conducted a series of large scale experi-
ments on 18 different real-world highly configurable software applications from different
application domains to evaluate the proposed approach. We’ve observed that traditional
t-way CAs can provide above 80% coverage for configuration options testing. However,
they significantly suffer to provide interaction coverage under high t and tangling effects
where coverage is dropped to less than 50%. Our work address these issues and propose
a technique to acheive complete coverage.
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Özet
C˘ok fazla sayıda konfigürasyon sec˘eneg˘i olan yapılandırılabilirlig˘i yüksek yazılımların
test edilmesinin zorlukları vardır. Kombinatoryal etkiles˘im teknikleri, kapsayan dizileri
kullanarak yüksek düzeyde yapılandırılabilir sistemleri sistematik bir s˘ekilde test etme
yöntemidir. Bir t-yollu kapsayan dizi, bütün t-yollu konfigürasyon sec˘enek deg˘erleri kom-
binasyonunu en az bir kere kapsayan bir konfigürasyon kümesidir. t-yollu kapsayan dizi
kullanılarak test etmenin t veya daha az sec˘eneg˘in etkiles˘iminden kaynaklanan hataları
ac˘ıg˘a c˘ıkarmada yüksek etkisinin oldug˘u ampirik c˘alıs˘malarla gösterilmis˘tir. Gelenek-
sel kapsayan diziler etkili olsa bile, konfigürasyonlarında sec˘enekleri arasında komplex
etkiles˘imler oldug˘unda geleneksel kapsayan dizilerin zorlandıklarını gördük. Bu gibi du-
rumlara dolas˘ık (tangled) sec˘enekler diyoruz. Bir dolas˘ık konfigürasyon sec˘eneg˘i kom-
pleks yapıda bir küme konfigürasyon sec˘eneg˘i ile ve/veya ic˘ ic˘e gec˘mis˘ konfigürasyon
sec˘enekleri hiyerars˘isi ile gösterilebilir. Bu tezde, dolas˘ık sec˘eneklerin oldug˘u sistem-
lerin kaynak kodları incelenerek kombinatoryal etkiles˘im testlerinin etkisinin önemli bir
bic˘imde gelis˘tirilebileceg˘i hipotezine sahibiz. Kaynak kodunun analiz edilmesi, kon-
figürasyon sec˘eneklerinin birbirleri arasındaki etkiles˘imin ac˘ıg˘a c˘ıkartılmasında ve fa-
zladan hangi sec˘enek kombinasyonlarının ve bu kombinasyonların hangi kos˘ullarda test
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edileceg˘inin bulanmasında kullanılır. Gri kutu test metodları, test edilen sistemlerin yapısal
bilgilerine ihtiyac˘ duymaktadır. Konfigürasyon sec˘eneklerinin yapısını ve hiyerars˘isini
c˘ıkarmak ic˘in statik olarak test edilecek sistemlerin kaynak kodlarını analiz ettik. Her
konfigürasyon sec˘eneg˘i bir test kriterine göre yapısal olarak bir kapsayan dizi tarafın-
dan ve ardından t-yollu etkiles˘imleri test edildi. Bu kriter, tam bir kapsama elde etmek
yolunda eksik kalan konfigürasyon sec˘enekleri kombinasyonlarını belirlemede kullanılır.
Daha sonrasında bu eksik kombinasyonlar ic˘in ek test durumları üretilir. Biz t-yollu
kofigürasyon sec˘enekleri etkiles˘imi ic˘in bir dizi yeni kombinatoryal etkiles˘im kriterleri
sunuyoruz. Bu tezde, sundug˘umuz metodu ölc˘mek ic˘in yapılandırılabilirlig˘i yüksek 18
gerc˘ek yazılım üzerinde genis˘ c˘apta deneysel c˘alıs˘malar gerc˘ekles˘tirdik. Geleneksel t-
yollu kapsayan dizilerin konfigürasyon sec˘enekleri testinde sadece %80’ler civarında kap-
sama sag˘layabildig˘ini gözlemledik. Ayrıca, t’nin yüksek deg˘erlerinde ve dolas˘ıklıg˘ın fa-
zla oldug˘u yerlerde kapsama %50’nin altına düs˘tü. Bu tezde önerilen metod, bu tarz
sorunları hedef almaktadır ve tam bir kapsama elde etmek ic˘in bir teknik sunar.
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1INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years software development has seen a trend shift from the production
of individual programs to the production of families of related programs. The driving
reason for the shift was the convenience of design and implementation of multiple soft-
ware systems, equipped with a core set of common capabilities but often have significant
differences, achieved by significant reuse of core and optional components through the
implementation of configurable features as one unified system, often referred as, highly
configureable software systems (HCS). The process of configuration is referred as process
of weaving of the optional features to the actual end-user software realization [9].
The notion of highly-configurable software systems has emerged in many different con-
texts spanning across the spectrum of hardware and software systems such as power dis-
tribution systems through OS kernels. The points of variations in a HCS allows the de-
velopers to insert different feature variations within the bounds of the subject software
architecture. In HCS the high configurability can be either static or dynamic reconfigura-
bility. Static reconfigurability is a way to configure a system at compile time where the
system is configured as a part of build process. In constrast, dynamic reconfigurability is
a way of configuring the system at runtime.
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Among some of challenges in HCS development paradigm, one significant challenge is
its testing. The testing effort consist of testing each configuration in a set of derived sys-
tems. Although, its desireable to achieve 100% test coverage, testing each configuration
is infeasible in practice, since the configuration space is too vast to test. One of the main
reason being the number of all possible configurations given a set of configuration fea-
tures, observes an exponential growth. A similar challenge is, a single test case might run
without failing in one derived system but might fail in some other derivation.
An acceptable cost and time constrained solution is desirable, aiming to provide a con-
fidence in test coverage. One of the approach called combinatorial interaction testing
(CIT) is employed in many domains and also supported by a range of available tools.
The CIT systematically samples the configuration space of the software and test only the
selected configurations. The CIT approach is employed by first defining the configura-
tion space model of the subject system i.e. set of valid ways it can be configured. The
configuration model includes a set of configuration options that can take a defined num-
ber of option settings in addition to system wide interoption constraints, which eliminates
invalid configurations. The CIT technique based on this model generates a small set of
valid configurations referred as a t-way covering array. The t-way covering array contains
each possible combination of option settings for every combination of t options, at least
once. The system is tested by running its testsuite for each configuration in the covering
array [40].
In configurable software systems there are different variability mechanisms employed for
adding configurability, for instance c-pre-processor(cpp) for C based systems. In our work
we’ve taken C based HCS as our subject applications whose configurability is based on
cpp macros. The cpp macros based configurability is implemented through if-else based
constructs.
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Kuhn et.al [21] observed most of the faults are caused by interaction between a small set
of options, which can be revealed by testing the interactions of these options, which led to
the notion of t-wise testing. They have observed over 80% of interaction faults can be re-
vealed by 2-way and 3-way interactions of options whereas 6-way interactions can reveal
99% of such faults. However, traditional CIT techniques assume independence of these
options but in real world scenarios although if not all most options can be independent but
the effect of rest of the options are dependent on specific settings of other options.
Hierarchy cOpt
id. structure
if(o1||o2){ 1 (o1||o2)
if(o2){ 2 (o2)
}else{
if(o3&&!o4){ 3 (o3&&!o4)
}else{
if(o5||o2){ 4 (o5||o2)
}}}}
if(o3&&o5){ 5 (o3&&o5)
}
if(o4){ 6 (o4)
}
Options o1,o2,o3,o4,o5
Table 1.1: Code Listing and Configuration Options
Consider a hypothetical code listing in Table1.1, inspired from one of our subject appli-
cation, comprising a set of if-else constructs based on c-preprocessor macro implementa-
tions. Each if construct can either contain, a feature code or contains one or more nested
if-else structures nesting feature code or both. The execution of any if or else block
depends upon the evaluation of conditional boolean expression comprised one or more
options. The actual configuration options for this listing are o1,o2,o3,o4,o5. These bi-
nary options can only take either true or false values. However, the configuration options
are boolean expressions comprised on these binary options. For instance, configuration
option cOp1=(o1||o2), as presented in Table.1.1 so and so forth.
Table 1.2 and Table 1.3 presents a 2- and 3-way covering array (CA) comprised on 5
binary options for this example, having no inter-option constraints. Each row of the cov-
ering array represent a test configuration.
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Each configuration option (cOpt) can be tested against one of the configuration of the
t-way covering array. Here the test objective is to exercise each cOpt to its both possible
outcomes true and false.
Option tangling is the effect where one configuration option is nested inside another con-
figuration option. If a configuration option is not tangled it can be effectively exercised
during testing. For instance, in Table1.1, cOpt1 can be exercised to both true and false
against the following configurations: (FTxxx,TFxxx,FFxxx,TTxxx) of 2-way or 3-way
CAs of Table 1.2 and Table 1.3. Since, cOpt1 has been effectively exercised to its all
possible outcomes, in this case it is completely tested.
However, on the contrary, cOpt4=(o5||o2) is tangled inside cOpt1,cOpt2 and cOp3. cOpt4
can only be exercised if there exists such a configuration in the covering array that can
’set’ the guarding configuration options to a specific setting so that, cOpt4 can be ac-
cessed. To test cOpt4 the guarding configuration options must be set to the following
values cOpt1=true, cOpt2=false, cOpt3=false. In this case any configuration that has
the following structure TFFFx can provide this setting combination. However in both
2- and 3-way CAs has one such configuration TFFFF which can only exercise cOpt5 to
false in effect only testing it 50%. For complete testing configuration TFFFT is missing.
In effect, CA is being suffered to provide complete coverage under the effect of option
tangling.
The testing effort in this scenario gets more challenging if the requirements of test crite-
rion are complex. For instance, if the test criterion demands to completely exercise each
option in a configuration option, there may not be the full set of configurations in the CAs
that can meet those requirements. Usually, CAs can’t meet complete coverage require-
ments for all configuration options and referred as coverage sufferings. In such, scenario
CA will even suffer more.
For a set of configuration options in a test subject, testing against a t-way covering ar-
ray under a test criterion, we’ve observed that CAs suffers. The sufferings are directly
proportional to the stuructural complexity of configuration options, tangling of configu-
ration options and complexity of test criterion. Lack of test coverage, cannot completely
4
o1 o2 o3 o4 o5
F T T T T
T F F F F
F F F T F
T T T F F
T T F F T
F F T F T
T F T T T
Table 1.2: A 2-way covering array for 5 binary options
o1 o2 o3 o4 o5
F T T T T
T F F F F
F F F T F
T T T F F
T T F F T
F F T F T
T F T T T
F T F F F
T T F T F
F F F T T
F F T T F
Table 1.3: A 3-way covering array for 5 binary options
exercise all the interactions of configuration options which do not expose all faulty in-
teractions a system can possess. Often critical failures remain masked inside the system.
This can be especially a serious issue for application used in safety critical domains such
as health.
In this work we’ve developed a gray-box based t-way combinatorial interaction testing
(CIT) approach to cover structural and t-way interaction testing of configuration options,
under the effect of tangling, structural complexity on a set of existing real world highly
configurable software systems for three adequacy criterion, based on static analysis of the
software systems under study. Our motivation behind this work was the investigation and
remedy of the suffering of coverage provision in traditional covering arrays under the ef-
fects of structural complexity and option tangling. Our initial hyphotheses was traditional
coverage arrays can provide adequate coverage for structural testing of configuration op-
tions and they can provide significant test coverage, when options are untangled. How-
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ever, CAs can not provide adequate coverage for testing interactions of tangled options.
The results that we’ve obtained in this study strongly supports our inititial hypothesis.
The experiments we’ve performed and the results that we’ve obtained strongly support
our proposed approach.
In this work we’ve made the following contributions:
• Empirical demonstration of coverage suffering by t-way traditional CAs for the
structural and t-way interaction testing of configuration options in the presence of
tangling.
• Introduced a number of novel interaction coverage criteria that can test structure
and interaction of tangled options, based on static analysis of subject application.
• Developed a gray-box approach to acheive complete test coverage under the guid-
ance of our novel criterion.
• Performed large scale experiments on highly configurable real-world applications
to investigate and remedy this problem.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides Background
Information, Chapter 3 provides information about Related Work, Chapter 4 provides
information about Approach, Chapter 5 about Experiments, Chapter 6 discusses Threats
to Validity and Chapter 7 discussed about Conclusions and Future Works.
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2BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This chapter provides information about traditional covering arrays, interaction testing,
gray-box testing and structural coverage criterions.
2.1. Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT)
Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) is a software testing technique aimed to reveal
interaction-faults which are exposed through the interaction of various configuration op-
tions of the subject system. Most modern softwares often typically employ tens to hun-
dreds of configuration options and exhaustive testing of such systems is infeasible. For
instance a moderate system having 64 binary options have 264 possible combinations to
test which is clearly impractical. Even if there are resources available to test the sys-
tem exhaustively, it is inefficient because only a small proportion of the option-value
combinations trigger the failure [39]. CIT is a systematic way which provide a practi-
cal way to have acceptable trade off between cost and efficiency while triggering failure
combinations. The CIT employs special combinatorial object termed "Covering Arrays
(CAs)" to systematically cover certain key option setting combinations for testing pur-
poses. [28]
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2.2. Tradtional Covering Arrays (CAs)
A t-way covering array is defined as a set of configurations for a given input space, in
which each possible combination of t options appear at least once. The parameter t is
referred as coverage strength. [39] The Table 1.2 demonstrates a 2-way covering array
for five binary configuration options. The configuration space model consists of 5 bi-
nary options, with no interoption constraints. Exhaustive testing of such model requires
25 configurations, but 2-way CA for this configuration space model only comprise on 9
configurations to test, which is way lower than size of configurations space model. For
a fixed t, as the value of number of configuration options increase the overall size of the
covering array is increased in smaller proportion, in constrast to the size of whole config-
uration space. Thus, very large configuration spaces can be covered efficiently. Typically
higher the coverage strength t, higher the interaction fault revealing ability of the cover-
ing array. A study suggests that 70-88% of such faults can be revealed using t strengths
2 and 3 while 99% of such faults can be revealed employing t=6 [21]. For a given size
of a configuration space, increase in t can escalate the size of CA by a significant factor.
Typically t=2,3 are commonly used [39].
2.3. Virtual Option
A virtual option(Vopt) is described as the outer most decision statement in a hierarchy of
an if-else configuration blocks. A virtual option has a set of settings under a coverage
criterion. A virtual option can take any of the possible settings to exercise various control
flow paths in its structure. Table 2.1 presents an example of virtual options and its settings
under decision coverage (DC) for a hierarchy of if-else structures. The coverage criterion
are discussed in subsequent sections.
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Vopt id. Nested If-blocks Vopt Settings (DC)
1 if(o1||o2){ (o1||o2) {(o1||o2),!(o1||o2),(o1&&o2&&o3),(o1&&o2&&!o3)}
if(o3){
}}
2 if(o5||o2){ (o5||o2) {(o5||o2),!(o5||o2)}
}
Table 2.1: Illustration of a virtual option and associated settings
2.4. Cyclometic Complexity
Cyclometic complexity (cyclo) is a graph-theoretic complexity metric and used to man-
ange and control program complexity. The cyclo complexity depends only on the decision
structure of the program and irrelevant of its physical size. The cyclometic complexity is
defined as a number of a control flow graph G with n vertices, e edges and p connections
are cyclo=v(G)=e-n+p
In a strongly connected graph, the cyclo is equal to maximum number of linearly inde-
pendent paths [25].
Higher the cyclometic complexity, higher probability of errors and thus greater the testing
effort needed [25]. The cyclo levels between 2 and 4 are considered low, while 5-7 are
considered moderate and 7+ are considered high [18].
For a tangled if-then else hierarchy, the cyclometic complexity of associated virtual option
will be higher. Tangled virtual options can be located through cyclo values. For example
in Table 2.1, Vopt1, Vopt2 has corresponding cyclo values of 3 and 2. So, Vopt1 is more
tangled than Vopt2.
2.5. Testing Approaches
At a high level, there are three different approaches for sofware testing termed: black-box,
white-box and gray-box testing [3].
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Blackbox testing targets the software’s external behaviour and attributes from an end-
user’s point of view. In contrast whitebox-testing often referred as glass-box testing is
based on the internal structure of software such as the architecture of source code, control
flow and internal data structures and algorithms. Informally white-box testing is often
described as testing from a developer’s point of view. Both white-box and black-box
testing complements each other for a complete testing effort. White box testing is effective
revealing granular low-level faults such as data-flow or boundary conditions whereas,
black box methods are effective at revealing high-level faults such as system’s usability
faults.
Gray-box testing features the characteristics of both black and white box testing. The
graybox approach focuses testing of components for their functionality and inter-operability
in the context of system design. The gray-box testing consists of internal knowledge of
software and the operating enviornment. In certain application domain such as Web ap-
plications the gray-box methods have proved to be quite effective. Gray-box testing is
defined as "The tests designed based on the knowledge of algorithms, internal states,
architectures or high-level descriptions of program behaviour" [24]
This work is termed as gray-box combinatorial interaction testing, due to the fact that
the subject applications have been statically analyzed to figure out how configuration
options interact with each other. Our proposed testing technique is guided by the coverage
criterions and missing coverage are covered using uncovered settings of configuration
option combinations.
2.6. Structural Coverage Criterion
Structural coverage criterion are broadly classified into two categories: control flow and
data flow. The data flow criterion are based on measuring the flow of data between vari-
able assignments and subsequent references aka def-use. The metrics measuring data-flow
are based on analysis of paths from variable definition to its use.
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The control flow criterion are based on measuring control-flow between block of state-
ments. Typically control flow criterion are more common than data flow criterion. The
extent of structural coverage acheived for control flow criterion is measured in terms of
statements executed, exercising of control-constructs and associated logical expression
evaluations. Some of the well known structural coverage criterions [17] are: Statement
Coverage (SC), Decision Coverage (DC), Condition Coverage (CC), Condition and De-
cision Coverage (CDC), Modified Condition and Decision Coverage (MC/DC), Multiple
Condition Coverage (MCC) etc. Each of the control flow criterion has different level of
coverage detail, scope and strength.
2.6.0.1. Condition vs Decision
The discrimination between condition and decision is as follows: A condition is defined
as a boolean expression that doesn’t have any logical operators such as and(&&), or(||),
not(!). Whereas, a decision on the other hand has more than one conditions connected by
logical operators.
2.6.1. Statement Coverage(SC)
Statement Coverage is described as, all statements in the program must be invoked at least
once during testing. 100% statement coverage implies the execution of all statements. The
notion of SC is verification that all statements in a program are reachable. Among control
flow criterion, SC is considered the weakest.
The criterion employed for our proposed work are described as follows.
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2.6.2. Decision Coverage(DC)
Decision coverage is employed for testing of control constructs a.k.a decision statements
that alter the control-flow of the program and it is fulfilled by requirement of two-testcases
one for a true and one for false outcome. Each decision statement can be comprised on
one or more than one conditions. For example Table 2.2 presents an example on decision
coverage. The decision o1&&o2||o3 comprised on the three conditions o1,o2,o3 and two
test cases are suffice to exercise the decision to true and false. However, the effect of
conditions o2, o3 is not tested, that is the testsuite can’t distinguish between the decision
o1&& o2||o3 and decision o3.
Decision coverage can ensure complete testing of control constructs only for simple de-
cisions. i.e. decisions comprising a single condition e.g. o3
Decision o1&&o2||o3 DC Testcases Outcome
o1 o2 o3
Conditions o1,o2,o3 T T F T
F T F F
Table 2.2: An example of Decision Coverage
2.6.3. Condition Coverage(CC)
Condition Coverage is also employed for testing control constructs with the purpose to
exercise each condition in a decision. In CC, each condition is required to take all pos-
sible outcomes at least once. Note that this doesn’t necessarily mean that the respective
decision is fully exercised for all possible outcomes. For instance, Table 2.3 presents
an example on CC, where each condition o1,o2,o3 is being exercised to true and false
however, the decision o1&&o2||o3 has only been exercised for true. For that reason CC
coverage doesn’t subsume DC.
The Condition Decision Coverage (CDC) combines both CC and DC and requires that
test cases should also exercise decision for all possible outcomes.
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Decision o1&&o2||o3 CC Testcases Outcome
o1 o2 o3
Conditions o1,o2,o3
T F T T
F T T T
T T F T
Table 2.3: An example on Condition Coverage
2.6.4. Modified Condition and Decision Coverage (MC/DC)
The MC/DC criterion primarily augments condition decision coverage (CDC) and has
following requirements:
• Each decision in the program has taken all possible outcomes at least once
• Each condition in a decision in the program has taken all possible outcomes at least
once
• Each condition in a decision has been shown to independently affect that decision’s
outcome
The independence effect is described that each condition when tested relative to other
conditions should independently affect the outcome. Typically MC/DC testsuites require
n+1 testcases for a decision comprising of n conditions. For full MC/DC coverage the
testsuite must be carefully crafted based on n+1 testcases. Table 2.4 presents and ex-
ample on MC/DC coverage on decision with 4 testcases, acheiving complete coverage.
The test cases are exercising complete condition and decision coverage by exercising the
decision and all conditions to both true and false. However, testcases (1,3), (2,4), (1,2)
demonstrate the independence effect of conditions o2,o3,o1 .In comparison to CC and
DC, MC/DC significantly requires more testing effort and test cases. Generally, MC/DC
is employed for testing of safetly critical softwares to comply stringent certification re-
quirements [7].
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Decision o1&&o2||o3 MCDC Testcases OutcomeId o1 o2 o3
Conditions o1,o2,o3
1 T T F T
2 F T F F
3 T F F F
4 F T T T
Table 2.4: An example on MC/DC
2.7. Interaction Coverage Criterion
We have proposed the following two criterion, which are the extensions of the correspond-
ing structural coverage criterion, to test the interaction of virtual options i.e. Decision
Coverage (DC) and Condition Coverage (CC). However, we didn’t proposed MC/DC for
a valid reason which will be discussed in this section.
2.7.1. Decision Coverage(DC) for Interaction Coverage
Decision coverage for interaction testing is defined as, each t-way interaction of virtual
options should be exercised to its all possible outcomes. Table 2.5 demonstrates DC for
2-way interaction of two virtual options and presents a full coverage interaction testsuite
for testing. For complete t-way interaction coverage of participating virtual options in an
interaction the testsuite should exercise the interaction to both true and false. However, it
should be noted complete interaction DC doesn’t guarantee full exercise of each virtual
option in the interaction.
Vopt id. Vopt Settings
1 (o1&&o2) [(o1&&o2),!(o1&&o2)]
2 (o3) [o3,!o3]
2-way interaction Vopt1 && Vopt2
Test suite
o1 o2 o3 outcome
T T T T
T T F F
Table 2.5: Illustration of interaction DC for virtual options
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2.7.2. Condition Coverage(CC) for Interaction Coverage
Condition coverage for interaction testing is defined as, each virtual option in an inter-
action should be exercised to its all possible outcomes. Table 2.6 demonstrates CC for
2-way interaction of two virtual options against a given test suite, which exercise each
virtual option to its both possible outcomes true and false but doesn’t exercise the 2-way
interaction to true and false. Thus, interaction CC doesn’t subsume interaction DC and
complete interaction CC doesn’t guarantee complete interaction DC.
Vopt id. Vopt Settings
1 (o1&&o2) [(o1&&o2),!(o1&&o2),o1,!o1,o2,!o2]
2 (o3) [o3,!o3]
2-way interaction Vopt1 && Vopt2
Testsuite
Vopt1 Vopt2 Testcases outcome
F F [T,T,F] F
T T [T,F,T] F
Table 2.6: Illustration of interaction CC for virtual options
2.7.3. MC/DC for Interaction Coverage
MC/DC can’t be defined for interaction coverage for virtual options because its illogical
against the original definition of MC/DC and violates the interaction of virtual options
for a subset of settings of individual virtual option. MC/DC for interaction testing would
have the following definition in the context of interaction testing, which is not valid, i.e.
Each setting in a t-way virtual option interaction should be shown to independently affect
the outcome of interaction. For instance, the virtual option setting !o3 violates the whole
interaction of Vopt1&&Vopt2 of Table 2.6
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3RELATED WORK
Combinatorial interaction testing (CIT) is way of testing huge configuration spaces where
exhaustive testing are not an option. CIT is a black-box technique indicated by large body
of literature. CIT is usually performed through employing t-way CAs. Different CA
generation techniques, catering for different constrained option and configuration space
models are discussed and variety of construction techniques have been proposed. This
chapter describes some of the related work in different categories as follows:
There are a variety of t-way testing and CA generation approaches, which are mostly AI
based and require complex computations. Thus, in effect are limited to small configura-
tion spaces and interaction strengths [10,20,35,37,44]. Nie et al. [29] broadly classify CA
generation techniques to four main categories, random search based methods [33], mathe-
matical models [16], heuristic search based methods [8] and greedy methods [36]. Ahmed
et al. [1] proposed a novel CA generation strategy based on particle swarm optimizations,
which can cater for complex configuration models and high interaction strengths upto
t>=6. Their approach supports uniform and variable strength CAs, however, it lacks
to handle inter-option constraints and support of seeding. Our approach takes a differ-
ent coarse, our CA configuration generation is based on constraints satisfaction. Under
a given test criterion we’ve a pool of unsatisfied constraints that represent the missing
coverages. We create sub pools of constraints in such a way each pool contains those
constraints which can be satisfied together. For each pool of constraing we’ve generated
a missing test configuration.
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Optimal test suites have always been desired especially, which can provide complete test
coverage. In literature, there have been works [31, 32, 34, 38]. addressing minimiza-
tion strategies of test suites through program analysis. Arlt et al. [2] work targets GUI
testing based on event sequence testing using sequence covering arrays. Their approach
is based on static analysis of application’s code to figure out and eliminate redundant
event-sequences or invalid sequences of events. Their technique discovers the causal-
ity among event sequences, which is used to eliminate redundant and invalid test cases
during test suite generation. However, our approach differs in the sense that instead elim-
inating the redundant test configurations we generate only essential configurations which
provide complete test coverage. Thus, our test suites are comprised on all essential test
cases.
A number of works [15, 27, 42] are based on configuration space exploration of program
to guide test suite generation, based on domain partioning to meet given objectives of
testing activity. Yu et al. [41] proposed a novel combinatorial interaction test generation
algorithm based on IPOG-C, which performed better in terms of test case generation, time
and size of test suite. The test generation employs a novel constraint handling strategy
termed minimum invalid tuples, in contrast to existing constraint solving techniques. The
test generation process generate only such test cases that are validated by the specified
valid tuples. The valid tuples are derived from feature model of subject application. In
contrast, we take the coarse of filtering of invalid t-tuples of option settings and employ
only valid tuples to guide the test generation process. We’ve partioned t-tuples of option
settings into pools and each pool is responsible for generating a valid configuration.
Barret et al. [4] proposed a combinatorial testsuite generation tool based IPOG algorithm
aimed to ensure specified degree of configuration space coverage. Their proposed ap-
proach is gray-box approach where they integrate the application specific knowledge, in
the form of constraints that guide test suite generation process. The test suite genera-
tion process is customized according to application’s requirement by partial or full inclu-
sion of seeds through customized combinations, giving the ability to enforce certain test
cases either included or excluded through nesting factors. The concept of nesting fac-
tors enabled to exercise the required degree of path coverage in hierarchical structures,
generating inter-option constraints or specifying invalid combination of option values.
In contrast, our approach which is also gray-box performs static analysis of code, ob-
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tains configuration space model, inter-option constraints and the structural hierarchy of
configuration options. We exercise different paths of hierarchical structures based on
the constrained settings obtained under given criteria. Barret’s approach only cater for
numerical or catergorical values of options and exercise limited degree of hierarchical
structures, in the sense of restraining certain option values that violate the invalid exercise
paths. In contrast, our approach aimed to target both structural and interaction coverage
which is guided by test criterion. The test criterion defines the scope of testing which is
represented by set of option settings under a given criterion. The set of option settings
determines the scope of testing, more detailed testing have more settings. Thus we can
adjust the resolution of testing from low to high as specified by test criterion. Constraint
solving techinques to enforce scope of particular test configurations have been studied in
[5, 9, 11, 14] .
Our test subjects were compile time configurable where the configuration mechanisms
was implemented through c-preprocessor(cpp) macros. We’ve parsed those macros to
establish configuration space model of the subject application, option interactions and
inter-option constraints. In literature, there have been many related works analyzing dif-
ferent aspects of cpp usage and contributing various techniques. Cpp usage patterns for
codebases were studied for various real world applications in [12, 23, 30]. F. Medeiros
et al. [26] studied the variability mechanisms by cpp, they empircially studied the fault-
proneness and fault caused by this variability implementing mechanism. Lei et al. [22]
proposed a generalization to the IPO test generation strategy from pairwise (2-way) to in
general t-way testing. This work reports on the design choices in terms of horizontal and
vertical growth and optimizations they’ve used for their approach to avoid the challenge of
combinatorial grownth of coverage space while emphasizing acceptable testsuite genera-
tion time. In this regard, [6, 19] emphasize a mixed strength based coverage approaches
for pseudo-exhaustive coverage for critical applications. Combinatorial explosion can
be a significant problem during tackling large configuration spaces, for instance lookup
time and memory management can be major issues. Our interaction test suite generation
approach addressed these issues by maintaining a hierarchy of dictionary based lookup tu-
ple caches at various levels, while memory managment has been efficiently implemented,
memory cleanups have been run on critical points during computations.
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Yu et al. [43] proposed a comparison of traditional coverage criterion and proposed MUM-
CUT criterion, an extention of MC/DC. They compared the studied criterion emperically
and formally to establish the fact in 1-way coverage MC/DC suites are effective but they
can miss some faults, in a given suite, which can certainly be detected by MUMCUT,
based on critical testpoints of the logical expressions. [13] empirically report the gran-
ularity of coverage criteria is always effective and efficient in revealing more faults but
has its own costs. Fault-based logic coverage is comparable to MC/DC in effectiveness.
However, in literature as per our knowledge interaction test criterion are not discussed for
interaction testing. We’ve addressed this issue and proposed interaction coverage criterion
which are in fact extentions of corresponding structural coverage criterion as discussed in
chapter 2 in detail, in our belief the proposed interaction coverage criterion will effectively
reveal interaction faults.
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4APPROACH
In the last chapters we have provided some of the preliminary background of the approach.
In this section we put those notions into practice.
Given a configuration space model and a coverage criterion CC, DC or MC/DC we figure
out what needs to be covered and under which conditions they need to be covered. Then,
we specify everything to be covered as a constraint. Finally, we aim to cover everything
using a minimal number of configurations.
The source code of subject application is statically analyzed to figure out configuration
options and their interactions. Since, the subjects we’ve analyzed were all C/C++ based
applications where the configurations options were embedded in the source code through
c-preprocessor macros. Extraction of configuration options and their interactions have
been performed through parsing of the c-preprocessor(cpp) code. The static analysis
phase is comprised through the following steps.
The source code of the subject application is processed through a source code prepro-
cessing phase which involves formatting the source code to a standard and subsequently
to a parsing phase which extracts all the actual binary configuration options and virtual
options and its various settings under a criteria.
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The various options of a virtual options in parsed source code are transformed to corre-
sponding guard expressions. A guard expressions is decribed as 2-tuple {guard, expres-
sion} where expression can be only processed when the guard is set to True. The notion
behind the introducing the guard expressions is capturing the hierarchy of the tangled
virtual options. For instance, the Table 4.1 presents an example of source code listing
and corresponding guard expressions, virtual options(Vopt) and actual configuration op-
tions(aOpt).
V opt. Nested If-blocks Guard Expressions
1 if(o1||o2){ {True,o1||o2}
if(o2){ {o1||o2,o2}
}else{
if(o3&&o4){ {!o2,o3&&o4}
}else{
if(o5||o2){ {!(o3&&o4),(o5||o2)}
}}}}
2 if(o6){} {True,o6}
aOpt o1,o2,o3,o4,o5,o6
Table 4.1: Virtual Options, IfBlocks and Guard Expressions
Gsut
{{{True,o1||o2},{o1||o2,o2},{!o2,o3&&o4},{!(o3&&o4),(o5||o2)}},{{True,o6}}}
Table 4.2: Guard Expressions of Table 4.1
Given a set of guard expressions Gsut the goal is to perform interaction testing of virtual
options. The interaction testing is performed under a given criterion. The criterion used
in our approach are CC, DC and MC/DC. The goal is to acheive full coverage under a
given criterion. To this end, it is figured out what combinations need to be tested and
under which conditions they must be tested. The t-way interaction testing means, testing
the t-way interaction of virtual options. Thus, 1-way testing means testing the structure
of a given virtual option under a criterion. Whereas, 2-way and 3-way interaction testing
of virtual option means performing 2-way or 3-way interactions of virtual options. The
interaction testing is performed under a given strength of t either 2 or 3, which is infact
testing against a corresponding 2-way or 3-way CA configurations.
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For 1-way interaction testing of virtual options i.e. structural testing of virtual options,
been performed under CC, DC and MC/DC. Whereas, for 2-way interaction testing of
virtual options has been only performed under CC and DC but not MC/DC for the reason
discussed in chapter 2.
The reason for choosing DC, CC and MC/DC as testing criterion in our approach are
due to the fact each subsequent criterion perform involved degree of detailed coverage.
For instance, DC can only exercise the outcomes of virtual option to both true and false,
where as it doesn’t exercise each actual option in a virtual option. CC coverage does the
job of exercising each actual option in a virtual option but doesn’t necessarily exercise the
virtual option to both possible outcomes. MC/DC address both of these issues but require
much more testing effort and larger number of testcases. Safety critical applications that
require stringent testing requirement for certification requirements usually rely on MC/DC
coverage.
4.1. 1-way Testing of Virtual Options
The subject application is analyzed for 1-way coverage of virtual options for each of the
used criterion (DC,CC,MC/DC) against 2-way and 3-way covering arrays (CAs). The set
of guard expressions of the subject application Gsut are analyzed for coverage provision
and subjected to the Algorithm-1 for coverage measurment. The Algorithm-1 takes a set
of guard expressions Gsut and a t-way CA as seed and test criteria. The Algorithm-1 pro-
ceed along the following lines, the set of guard expressions are converted to corresponding
Regular Constraints if the criterion is CC or DC otherwise, for MCDC the guard expres-
sions are converted to Observability Constraints. The notion behind this conversion is the
taking into account the level of details to be covered for each guard expression according
to the criterion requirements.
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The notion of Regular and Observability Constraint are boolean satisfiability expressions,
that are considered satisfied iff any configuration in seed satisfies them. However, if not,
during the stage of generating tests for missing coverage, their SAT solution is gener-
ated to meet complete coverage requirement. Each of the virtual option is treated as a
constraint to satisfy during interaction testing but the type of constraint is determined by
test criteria. For CC and DC the constraints are treated as Regular Constraints and as
Observability Constraints for MC/DC.
The Algorithm1 performs coverage measurement using a t-way CA as test suite Lines[7:27].
Table4.3 presents an example on regular and observability constraint for the guard expres-
sion {True, o1 && o2}. Lines[28:39] perform the actual boolean satisfiability testing on
the constraints(regular/observability). The satisfiablity testing of regular constraints com-
paratively require less computation than observability constraints. For instance, a single
regular constraint under DC coverage requires 2 satisfiablity tests, CC requires 2+2*noOf-
Conditions and MCDC requires 2+2*noOfConditions+2*noOfConditionsObservability
tests.
The algorithm returns the set of unsatisfied constraints S un for the criteria and the mea-
sured percentage coverage Pc.
Guard Expression {True, o1&&o2} Constraint RepresentationConstraint Criteria
Regular
DC {(o1&&o2),!(o1&&o2)}
CC {(Regular DC Constraint),o1,!o1,o2,!o2}
Observability MCDC {(Regular CC Constraint),[o1&&o2,o1],[o1&&o2,o2]}
Table 4.3: Representation of Regular and Observability Constraint for a Guard Expression
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to perform coverage measurement on virtual options
Input: Gsut set of guarded expression of sut, CAt t-way CA, crit coverage criteria
Output: Pc percent coverage, S un set of unsatisfied constraints
1: if crit=="DC" or crit=="CC" then
2: cons← convertS eto f guardedExprsintoRegularConstrs(Gsut)
3: else if crit=="MCDC" then
4: cons← convertS eto f guardedExprsintoObsConstrs(Gsut)
5: end if
6: cvgIn f o, S un ← measureCvg(crit, cons, CAt)
7: procedure measureCvg(crit,cons,testsuite)
8: satis f ied ← {}
9: unsatis f ied ← {}
10: for all c in cons do
11: for all testcase in testsuite do
12: if isRegCons(c) then
13: if isRegConsSatisfied(c,testcase) then
14: satis f ied ← satis f ied ∪ c
15: break
16: end if
17: else if isObsCons(c) then
18: if isObsConsSatisfied(c,testcase) then
19: satis f ied ← satis f ied ∪ c
20: break
21: end if
22: end if
23: unsatis f ied ← unsatis f ied ∪ c
24: end for
25: end for
26: return {satis f ied, unsatis f ied}
27: end procedure
28: procedure isRegConsSatisfied(c,testcase)
29: isS atis f ied ← f alse
30: constraint ← c
31: isS atis f ied ← isBooleanS atis f iable(constraint, conditions, testcase)
32: return isS atis f ied
33: end procedure
34: procedure isObsConsSatisfied(c,testcase)
35: isS atis f ied ← f alse
36: constraint, obsVar ← c
37: isS atis f ied ← isBooleanS atis f iable(constraint, obsVar, conditions, testcase)
38: return isS atis f ied
39: end procedure
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4.2. Generation of Missing Testcases for Complete 1-way Virtual Option Testing
The missing configurations in a t-way CA, for complete virtual option testing is generated
through Algorithm-2. The missing coverage information is obtained from Algorithm-1 in
the form of set of unsatisfied constraints S un. Algorithm-2 takes S un and desired criteria
and generate additional configurations a.k.a test cases. These additional test cases in
conjuction with t-way CA comprise full coverage test suite termed CCA (Complemented
Covering Array).
This algorithm uses a greedy approach to generate a minimal number of additional test
cases for the unsatisfied constraints S un. Depends on the type of unsatisfied constraints
the algorithm adjusts itself for either 1 or 2 steps. For regular constraints the algorithm
uses 1 step and vice versa. The test generation process is greedy where the heuristic is
to mutually group and satisfy the maximum possible number of constraints together in a
single boolean satisfiablity instance.
A boolean satisfiablity solution is generated for each group of mutually satisfiable reg-
ular constraints. Similarly, for observability constraints the testsuite is first partially
constructed for satisfying the observability constraints and then later for regular con-
straints.
4.3. 2-way and 3-way Virtual Option Interaction Coverage
At high level there is no major difference between the way we compute missing config-
urations of t-way CA for 1-way virtual option testing and 2- and 3-way virtual option
interaction coverage. We take the configuration space model of subject application as a
set of constraints. In this context, a constraint is satisfied if there is at least one configura-
tion in the generated test suite that satifies the constraint. We’ve used a greedy algorithm
to compute the full coverage interaction test suite termed FIT. The algorithm maintains
a set of clusters. Initially, the set is empty. Then we iterate over all the constraints. For
each constraint we try to find a cluster in the set where we can insert the constraint. If no
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for additional 1-way VO Coverage
Input: S un set of unsatisfied constraints, crit coverage criteria
Output: Tadd set of additional testcases, CCA complemented CA
1: Tadd ← grdyObtFullCvgCons(S un, {})
2: CCA← Tadd ∪CAt
3: procedure grdyObtFullCvgCons(cons,seed)
4: obsCons← {}
5: regCons← {}
6: for all c in cons do
7: if type(c)=="observability" then
8: obsCons← obsCons ∪ con
9: else if type(c)=="regular" then
10: regCons← regCons ∪ con
11: end if
12: end for
13: testsetObsCons← {}
14: testsetObsCons← grdyObtT sForObsCons(obsCons)
15: partialT s← {}
16: partialT s← grdyFindS atisS ubsForRegExprs(regCons, vars, testsetObsCons)
17: return partialT s
18: end procedure
19: procedure grdyFindSatisSubsForRegExprs(cons,vars,seed)
20: PartialT s← {}
21: for all satisSubset in satisSubsets do
22: testcases← genTestcase(satisS ubset, getVars(satisS ubset))
23: partialT s← partialT s ∪ testcases
24: end for
25: return partialT s
26: end procedure
27: procedure grdyObtTsForObsCons(cons,vars,seed)
28: PartialT s← {}
29: for all satisSubset in satisSubsets do
30: testcases← genTestcaseForObs(satisS ubset, getVars(satisS ubset))
31: partialT s← partialT s ∪ testcases
32: end for
33: return partialT s
34: end procedure
35: procedure genTestcase(cons,vars)
36: if cons!=false then
37: return booleanS atis f iable(cons, vars)
38: end if
39: return {}
40: end procedure
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such cluster is found, we create a new cluster. Each cluster represents a set of constraints
that are solvable together. At the end each cluster is used to generate a configuration.
All such configurations constitute the FIT test suite. Algorithm-3 performs this whole
operation.
The Algorithm-3 uses the configuration model RM of the subject application, which is
comprised on a set of virtual options and its settings for a the given criteria.
The FIT test suite can be computed incrementally, if a seed of existing configurations is
provided. For tj-way of FIT suite computation ti-way of unique combination of option
settings are determined that are invalid, i.e. the combinations which result in constraints
collision leading to no boolean satisfiablity solution.
Since during t-way FIT suite generation, the number of t-tuples grow factorially espe-
cially, for 3-way case they reach to millions in count. For the determination of valid t-
tuples of virtual option settings, some optimizations have been used by maintaining some
tuple caches. Those optimizations have proved to be quite effective and saved the lookup
time by orders of magnitude. The first step is, maintaining a sorted 2-way cache of valid
and invalid t-tuples as dictionaries, where each t-tuple is a key, that way we’ve acheived
a constant lookup time for a given t-tuple to determine its validity. Those dictionaries are
maintained along the way during computation. Secondly, a separate dictionary of ti-way
tuples is maintained and used for higher t j > ti. To determine a t j tuple is valid or in-
valid the lookup is performed in the ti caches. For cache hits, no need of additional tuple
validations is required which results a significant performance improvement.
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm to compute FIT suite
Input:RM real model of sut, t coverage strength, incr construct incrementally, seed
optional seed
Output: cores set of cores, testsuite cit testsuite
1: vModel← getVirtualCon f igS paceModel(RM)
2: Ucores← f indAlltWayUnsatis f iableCores(vModel, 2)
3: if incr then
4: for all ti in range(3,t) do
5: Ucores← f indAlltWayUnsatis f iableCores(Ucores, ti)
6: testsuite, seed ← computeCITTestsuite(vModel, t, seed)
7: end for
8: end if
9: procedure computeCitTestsuite(vModel, t, seed)
10: tWayComb← f indAlltWayCombinationO f S ettingsInS eed(seed, t)
11: satisCores← f indS atis f iableCores(vModel, t)
12: testsuite← generateTestsuite(satisCores)
13: return satisCores,testsuite
14: end procedure
15: procedure findSatisfiableCores(vModel, t)
16: optCombinations← tWayS ubsets(Vi ∈ {v0, ..., vn}, t)
17: for all optCombination in optCombinations do
18: allT tuples← allT tuples ∪ crossProduct(optCombination)
19: end for
20: allT tuples← removeAllInvalidT tuples(allT tuples)
21: tuplesCoveredInS eed, unCoveredTuplesInS eed ←
checkTTuplesCoveredInS eed(seed, allT tuples)
22: allconstraints← maptTuplesToActualS ettings(allT tuples)
23: cores← {}
24: for all r in allConstraints do
25: clusterFound ← f alse
26: for all c in cores do
27: if isConstraintPlaceableInCore(c,r) then
28: c← c ∪ r
29: clusterFound ← True
30: end if
31: if !clusterFound then
32: newCore← createEmptyCore()
33: newCore← newCore ∪ r
34: cores← cores ∪ newCore
35: end if
36: end for
37: end for
38: return cores
39: end procedure
40: procedure generateTestsuite(satisatisfiableCores)
41: testsuite← {}
42: for all core in satisfiableCores do
43: testsuite← satis f iabilitysolve(core)
44: end for
45: return testsuite
46: end procedure
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5EXPERIMENTS
This chapter provides information about the experimental setup, design and performance
for the carried out work.
5.1. Test subjects
For the proposed work we have chosen a set of subject applications(suts) for experimen-
tation. All of the subject applications possess a varying degree of configurability rang-
ing from intermediate to high. The test subjects open source applications configurable
through c-preprocessor macros. The test subjects ranged from all application domains,
ranging from webserver, text and graphical editors to virtual machines and security appli-
cations. Table A.2 provides a brief summary on the profile on each of them.
The test subject (sut) is an independent variable to study the effects of varying configura-
bility on actual software systems. Each of the test subjects (suts) possess a fix number
of actual configuration options distributed in various if-then-else constructs to implement
variability. The group of the subjects has a ranging degree of low to high configura-
bilty.
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5.2. Experimental Setup
The real configuration model of subject is comprised on the actual structure and hierarchy
of virtual options and corresponding settings. The experimental setup takes the physical
configuration model of the subject application based on the static analysis of source code,
a coverage criteria and a t-way covering array of strengths 2,3. For each phase of testing
the experimental setup performs a coverage provision measurement by the t-way CA and
reports the coverage statistics and optionally additional test cases for full coverage under
that criteria.
5.3. Experimental Model
The experimental setup was broadly based around two major phases. In the first segment
of phase I, the goal was structural testing i.e. investigation of 1-way coverage provision for
virtual options by t=2 and t=3 way CA under the 3 structural coverage criterion (DC,CC
and MC/DC). The lack of full coverage of CAs are covered through the generation of
additional test cases to complement into 100% test suites termed CCA (complemented
covering arrays).
Secondly, the second segment of each phase of experiments was dedicated to investiga-
tion of t=2,3 way interaction testing of virtual options (VO) against the complemented
covering arrays (CCA) and measuring their coverage provision for the interaction deci-
sion(DC) and condition coverage(CC). In addition the main objective of this segment was
to generate the full interaction coverage test suites (FIT) for complete t-way interaction
testing of virtual options.
In the second phase of experiments all of the subject applications were broken down to
5 different cyclometic complexity levels to investigate the effects of tangling on the cov-
erage provision and expose the sufferings of covering arrays in correlation to cyclometic
complexity.
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In both phases we run the following number of experiments:
Phase1:
Segment 1:
{17 Suts} x {t=2,3} x {3 criterion (CC,DC,MC/DC)} x {Avg. 3 different t-way CA
versions} x {3 runs of generating missing configurations} = 918
Segment 2:
{12 Suts} x {t=2,3} x {2 criterion (CC,DC)} x {2 coverage measurements}=96
Phase2:
Segment 1:
{17 Suts} x {t=2,3} x {3 criterion (CC,DC,MC/DC)} x {3 runs of missing test cases
generation} x {5 Cyclo levels} = 1530
Segment 2:
{17 Suts} x {t=2,3} x {2 criterion (CC,DC)} x {2 coverage measurements} x {5 Cyclo
levels} =680
The experiments were performed on a shared server machine with the following specs
RAM: 126GiB Processor : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 2.90Ghz Cores:18 Disk Space:
1TiB OS: CentOs 6.4 Kernel: 2.6.32 GNOME: 2.28.2
5.4. Independent Variables:
Independent Variables:
Coverage Strength (t):
The coverage strength t is an independent variable in our experiments and the used values
are 2,3. According to an earlier study [21] most of the faults are revealed by interaction
among small set of options and they are effectively revealed by t-way interaction testing,
the higher the t the more and more faults are revealed. The strength 2 and 3 reveal more
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than 80% of the faults and strengths upto 6 can reveal 99% interaction faults. The down-
side of increasing t is exponential increase in the computation and construction time with
linear increase in a given number of options, due to a factorially increasing number of
combinations to deal with. Therefore, for our experimental study we used percentage and
3-way levels of strengths to observe the effects of varying strength.
Testing Criterion:
In order to perform testing of the option interaction, and to guide the testing activity three
different criterion were used. Each subsequent criterion possess a more detailed nature
than the former one. Depend upon the time and resource constraints one can choose the
criterion to define the scope of testing. For our 1-way virtual options testing phase we
have used the following three criterion in order of increasing complexity Decision Cov-
erage (DC), Condition Coverage (CC) and Modified Condition and Decision Coverage
(MC/DC) and for the t-Way interaction testing of options we have used DC and CC.
Configuration Space Model (rModel):
The subject application has been statically analyzed to get configuration space model
which comprised on configuration options, their settings, actual options and inter-option
constraints as well as the interaction patterns.The rModel of the configuration of subjects
was used in all the experiments and each sut possess a characteristic rModel.
Cyclometic Complexity (cyclo):
One of the important independent variable is cyclometic complexity of the if-then-else
constructs. In order to study the effects of tangling on coverage provision and necessary
amounts of test cases the cyclo variable is introduced. The chosen levels of cyclometic
complexity are 2,3,4,5 and equal or greater than 6. The complexity of an if-then-else
block is defined in terms of cyclo. The higher cyclo the higher complexity and the more
testing effort needed.
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5.5. Evaluation Framework
Coverage Percentage:
The level of coverage provision is captured in terms of coverage percentage under a
given criterion and given test suite. 100% coverage means full coverage under and vice
versa.
Size of Test suite/No of Testcases:
The test suite size is the actual number of configurations comprising the test suite for a
given testing activity. Full coverage test suites under a given criterion guarantees to pro-
vide 100% coverage. A test suite having minimum number of configurations(test cases)
that can provide full coverage is better and desired, than one having more configurations
for same coverage.
Total Construction Time:
The total construction time of a test suite is comprised on initialization of test suite gen-
erator and construction time. The initialization time is time taken for the test generator
to set various data structures and perform memory allocations. The initialization cost is
negligible to construction cost. The time is collectively reported in seconds. The smaller
initialization time the better. The actual construction time of the test suite is the time
to generate the test suite for a given set of unsatisfied constraints under a given crite-
rion.
Low Complexity Region (LcR) and High Complexity Region (HcR): Low Complexity
Region (LcR) is described as the region lying between cyclometic complexity 2 and 4, in
terms of number of configuration options and the IfBlocks. Whereas, the region lying be-
tween cyclometic complexity 5 and onwards termed as HcR. If there is a high proportion
of actual/virtual options in HcR the CA suffers more to provide structural and especially
interaction coverage.
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5.5.1. Data and Analysis:
The results of the performed experiments comprise mainly on set of coverage measure-
ments under different criterion, set of full or additional test cases for full coverage under a
given coverage strength and a set of test suite generation times. Moreover, the same stats
were gathered under different cyclometic complexity levels of the subjects to study the
effect of complexity on coverage and test cases required for each subject.
The experiments data can be found in appendices.
5.5.2. Study 1: An overview on the profile of subject applications
In this study the profile of the subjects were studied and presented in terms of percentage
of actual number of configuration options and associated if-then-else blocks distributed
across different levels of cyclometic complexity.
Note: In the box plots the delta shaped markers represent the mean values and the bars
inside rectangles represent median values.
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Figure 5.1: Percent distribution of configuration options of suts across different cyclo
levels
Cyclo
2 3 4 5 >=6
COpt % 15.5 24.8 13.9 13.4 32.3
Table 5.1: Mean % configuration options across cyclos
Figure 5.1, presents the comparison of the distribution of percentage of configuration op-
tions for the all the subjects across different cyclometic complexities levels. The mean
percentage proportions are presented in Table 5.1. On average the mean proportion is
almost equally divided into LcR (cyclo: 2,3,4) and HcR (cyclo:5,6+) i.e. 54.2% vs 46.8%
with varying degree of variance across different cyclometic levels. Cyclo 2 and 3 repre-
sents the large variance in comparison to Cyclo 4 in LcR, while the HcR exhibits largest
variance across Cyclo6 in a normal distribution. This implies a given t-way CA can
provide better coverage in LcR in constrast to HcR. The sufferings of CA will be more
prevalent in HcR.
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Figure 5.2: Percentage distribution of Ifs across different cyclo levels
Cyclo
2 3 4 5 >=6
Ifs % 26.4 38.1 12.8 7.4 15.3
Table 5.2: Mean % Ifs across cyclos
Figure 5.2 illustrates the percent distribution of the Ifs (virtual options) across different
cyclometic complexities. The means of the boxplots are shown in Table 5.2. The distribu-
tion shows that on average 73.6% of the distribution lies in the LcR with more comparative
variance than HcR as whole. So in general more coverage can be achieved with fewer test
cases.
Based on the distribution of Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, large proportion of configuration
options and Ifs lie in LcR so its expected to get better coverage results in those regions
and CAs are expected to suffer much lesser than regions of higher complexities.
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5.5.3. Study 2: Traditional 1-Way Coverage of Virtual Option Testing
Coverage: In this study we’ve performed a set of experiments over set of subject appli-
cations in Table A.2 to determine the effectiveness of coverage provision of strength 2
and 3 way covering arrays for the three coverage criterion. We have generated additional
test cases to complement those covering arrays for full 1-way VO testing. We measure to
which extent covering arrays suffer.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of coverage across different criterion for coverage strength 2,3
t CC DC MCDC
2 97.9 97.3 93.6
3 99.2 98.9 97.1
Table 5.3: Mean % coverage in Fig.5.3
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Figure 5.3 illustrates the coverage provided by t-way covering arrays for the three criterion
for 1-way VO testing. The mean values of coverage are shown in Table 5.5.3. For 2-
way, the CAs are suffering more in overall coverage provision than 3-way. Among the
criterion CAs are suffering most for MC/DC with a high degree of coverage variance,
which is due to the more complex nature of the criteria demanding more configurations,
which CAs lack. The coverages of CC and DC are comparable where DC has received
slightly lower coverage than CC, which is due to the fact that CC do not subsume DC and
typically test suites are better at exercising individual conditions which result in better
overall CC. For instance for the following expression (a&&b) and a hypothetical test
suite [(F,F),(F,T),(T,F)] will exercise CC to 75% in comparison with DC to 50%. As t
increases traditional CA suffers less but in practice t is typically small.
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Figure 5.4: View of % coverage across all the suts for different criterion and different
strengths
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Figure 5.4 illustrates the different values of percent coverage for all criterion against 2-
way and 3-way CAs for each of 17 subjects(suts). Overall, the coverage provided for
3-way is better than 2-way and generally, DC and CC are approximately equal for 3-way.
Among criterion CC is performing slightly better than DC, evident by mean percentage
coverage in Table 5.5.3.The MC/DC criterion in both halves in the figure is showing
significant variations and received the least coverage. In both halves of the figure overall
the structural coverage trend is similar, such that 3-way CAs are suffering less than 2-way.
The sut with ids 5, 11 and 16 are showing significant drops in coverage in comparison to
their neighbours, which is attributed to higher proportion of configuration options and Ifs
in the HcR.
Although, as number of configuration options increase, different suts receive different
degree of coverage rather a proportional decrease in coverage which lead us to investigate
the suts in terms of cyclometic complexities.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of percentage of additional test cases generated for different
coverage strengths and criterion
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t CC DC MCDC
2 10.5 11.5 112.2
3 1.4 2.1 24.5
Table 5.4: Mean % additional test cases
t 2 3
size 15 41
Table 5.5: Mean CA size
Figure 5.5 illustrates a percentage comparison of additional test cases needed to comple-
ment a given t-way covering array for complete structural coverage of virtual options.
The mean percentage of test cases for DC, CC and MC/DC for 2-way and 3-way are de-
scribed in Table 5.4. It is apparent that CC and DC require fewer test cases than MC/DC.
The abnormaly huge mean percentage of test cases for MC/DC is due to the high num-
ber of unsatisfied constraints subject applications, due to suffering of CAs. Thus, during
additional test cases generation runs for MC/DC, a larger percentage of additional test
cases is required, due to the nature of the unsatisfied constraints. However, for 3-way the
proportion of such unsatisfied constraints is much lower and requires compartively fewer
percentage of additional test cases. From this data it is quite evident that 3-way cov-
ering arrays provide significantly better structural coverage than 2-way requiring small
percentage of additional test cases.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison to timings for additional test case generation across different
strengths and criterion
t CC DC MCDC
2 5.6 4.9 403.6
3 1.9 1.7 24.5
Table 5.6: Mean test cases construction time(s)
Figure 5.6 illustrates a comparison of timings for additional testcase generation for per-
centage and 3-way. The mean time for the criterion for percentage and 3-way is shown
in Table5.6. Both DC and CC additional test generation process have comparative mean
timings while MC/DC requires a longer time, attributed to high suffering of CAs when
the test criterion is complex.
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5.5.4. Study 3: Effect of Cyclometic Complexity on Traditional Coverage (1Way
VO Coverage)
In this study we’ve performed a set of experiments over the of subject applications in Table
A.2 to determine the effectiveness of coverage provision of CAs for 1-way VO testing,
under the effect of cyclometic complexity and reveal their coverage sufferings.
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Figure 5.7: Effect of cyclometic complexities on mean coverage across criterion and cov-
erage strengths
Figure 5.7 illustrates the effect of cyclometic complexity on the mean coverage of all the
suts for used criterion. From both halves of the figure it is evident that that coverage
is getting lesser and lesser as the cyclometic complexity increases. The effect is more
pronounced for t=2 than t=3. Upto cyclo=3 and t=2 the subjects observe full coverage
but suffers from cyclo=3 onwards, similar is the case for t=3 where the subjects observe
full coverage upto cyclo=4. In comparison coverage strength t=3 provides much stronger
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coverage than t=2, which means its suffers less. The DC and CC follows approximately
same coverage till cyclo=4 in t=3 and then start to diverage. Clearly, CAs suffer to provide
coverage even under low cyclometic complexities. This plot summarises the effect on
coverage w.r.t cyclometic complexity and coverage strengths.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of coverage for different strengths and cyclo levels on the all
subjects under all criterion
t CC DC MCDC
2 96.2 92.8 87.2
3 98.3 96.7 93.2
Table 5.7: Cyclo >=6 mean coverage %
Figure5.8 illustrates the effect on coverage across all criterion and different strengths. This
plot shows same trend as observed in previous figure in more detail 5.7. The most pro-
nounced effect on affected coverage is visible in cyclo=6 region where the criterion face
large variances in coverage especially for percentage.The mean coverages in cyclo=6 for
DC, CC and MC/DC for percentage and 3-way are shown in Table 5.7. Among the crite-
rion MC/DC is the most affected one showing the max degree of variance. The significant
variance for MC/DC is attributed to the the complexity of criterion and the structure of
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the virtual options, where CA can’t effectively provide complete coverage. The structure
of VO is more diverse in terms of logical operators and the number of actual conditions.
For instance MC/DC will require more complex test cases to test (!o1 && o2 || !o3 || o4)
than testing {(!o1),(o2),(!o3), (o4), (!o1 && o2) and (!o3 || o4)}.
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Figure 5.9: Coverage received by each subject application under different criterion
Figure 5.9 illustrates the coverage received by each subject for 2-way and 3-way for all the
test criterion across different cyclo levels and elaboration of Figure 5.8. All the subjects
receive full coverage for all criterion for cyclo levels 2 and 3. The CAs start to suffer and
provide lesser coverage as cyclo levels increase reaching to lowest coverage in cyclo=6
region with high degree of variance.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of percentage of addition test cases for full coverage across
different cyclo levels
Criteria t Cyclo
2 3 4 5 >=6
CC
2
0 0 2.7 5.9 12.2
DC 0.2 0 3.7 7.1 14
MCDC 0.5 0 11.4 32.2 120.3
CC
3
0 0 0 0.6 1.9
DC 0 0 0 0.9 3
MCDC 0 0 0 4.3 32.3
Table 5.8: Mean % additional test cases in Fig 5.10
Figure 5.10 illustrates the comparison of percentage additional test cases in comparison
to corresponding size of covering array for each subject. The comparison is shown across
different cyclo levels and t strengths. Its is apparent the proportion of additional test
cases is increasing across cyclo levels and for 2-way the proportion is more than 3-way.
Among the criterion MC/DC is the one requiring the largest degree of additional test cases
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especially for 2-way. For MC/DC coverage its evident that t-way covering arrays are not
suitable especially under high cyclo levels, they suffer the most, which can be observed
for cyclo=6 where the proportion of test cases for MC/DC in 2-way on average is 4 times
more than 3-way.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of additional testcase generation time across different cyclo
levels, t and criterion
t CC DC MCDC
2 1.7 2.1 139.1
3 0.7 0.8 16.8
Table 5.9: Cyclo>=6 mean additional test cases gen. time(s)
Figure 5.11 illustrates the comparison of additional testcase generation time for different t
strengths and cyclo levels. Overall the testcase generation time are incresing as the cyclo
level increase and decrease as t increase. The max variation in timings exist in cyclo=6
region due to lower coverage by CAs. Thus, more additional test cases are required to
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generate especially for t=2. The mean timings across the criterion and t for cyclo=6 are
shown in Table 5.9. The overall mean timing for t=2 cyclo6 is 7.8 times more than t=3.
The mean percentage of test cases required for cyclo=6 t=2 are approx. 4 times higher
than cyclo=6 t=3.
5.5.5. Study 4: t-way Interaction Coverage of Virtual Options Without Cyclo
In this study we’ve performed a set of experiments over the of subject applications of
Table A.2. In these set of experiments the configuration space model of subject appli-
cation was kept intact, without breaking down into constituent cyclometic complexity
segments. This portion of experimentation mainly investigates the sufferings of CAs for
t-way interaction testing of virtual options for each of the subject application used. The
test criterion in this portion of experimentation are CC and DC without MC/DC for the
reasons explained in Chapter 2.
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Figure 5.12: Interaction coverage by CCA test suites
t CC DC
2 74.8 73.1
3 71.3 68.9
Table 5.10: Mean CCA coverage %
Figure 5.12 presents an overall summary of the coverage provided by CCA for 2-way and
3-way for the subjects. From the figure the CCA test suites suffer in coverage provision
which get worse as t is increased. The CCA coverage for both CC and DC is comparable
however, DC receives slightly less coverage than CC. The lowest coverage levels under 2-
way are approx 60% unlike 3-way where the coverage further drops to 55%. The coverage
is further expected to drop significantly as the complexity increased with a higher t-level.
That trend is more apparent under the CCA coverages for higher complexity levels in
upcoming figures.
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Figure 5.13: Interaction coverage by CCA for individual suts
Figure 5.13 illustrates interaction coverage provided by CCA test suites for all subjects
under both coverage criterion for 2-way and 3-way strengths. Generally, the 2-way cov-
erage is better than 3-way coverage for both criterion where CC is closely following DC
and performing slightly better than its counterpart. For subject application id=4 CC is sig-
nificantly better than the corresponding DC for both strengths, that gap is attributed to the
high proportion of conditions of this particular subject in the low compelxity region (LcR)
vs high complexity region (HcR). This is evident that CCA can provide a better cover-
age for lower t-strengths but suffer under higher strengths due to an exponential increase
in new constraints to satisfy and their associated structural complexity. In comparison
2-way and 3-way interaction testing of virtual options receive much lower coverage than
1-way.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of size of different test suites
t FIT CCA
CC DC CC DC
2 76.6 75.7 15.1 15.3
3 382.6 403.5 36.4 37.2
Table 5.11: Mean test cases of FIT and CCA test suite
Figure 5.14 presents a comparison of the number of test cases comprising complete cov-
erage FIT test suite vs the corresponding low coverage CCA. Overall, the FIT test suites
for 2-way coverages are about 5 times smaller than corresponding counterparts for 3-way
way suites. This infact acceptable increase, since for 3-way case to cover the exponential
increase in new satisfiable constraints(t-tuples) under both criterion 5x large full coverage
test suite is only a fraction to the proportional increase of the number of constraints. The
mean sizes of 2-way and 3-way FIT test suites correspondingly are presented in Table
5.11. Depending on the coverage requirements and size of test suite, practitioner has to
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make a tradeoff in choosing FIT vs CCA based on the coverage requirements of applica-
tion. If interaction coverage requirements are strict FIT has to be chosen over CCA and
vice-versa. Moreover, if the cost of running testcases is low FIT can be choosen over
CCA for even applications with flexible coverage requirements.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the count of valid t-tuples w.r.t to VO settings
t-tuples CC DC
2 25320 19004
3 1298559 1207606
Table 5.12: Mean t-tuples count across t and criterion
Figure 5.15 presents a comparison of valid t-way tuples of virtual option settings under
the used criterion vs the t-way interactions. In 3-way interaction testing t-tuples of vo-
settings have observed an approximate 5 fold increase in comparison to 2-way, for both
criterion. The count of t-tuples is comparable in both criterion for fixed t where the count
of t-tuples for CC is more than DC. The mean t-tuples for both criterion under 2,3-way
interactions is presented in Table 5.12. The number of t-tuples increase exponentially
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with t. For full coverage under a given t, all of the valid t-tuples should be covered by
the test suite. The actual reason behind high sufferings of CAs with increase in t is their
significant lack in such configurations that can satisfy this huge population of t-tuples of
option settings.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the construction time of t-way FIT test suite in both criterion
for all Suts
t CC DC
2 25.3 15.7
3 634.8 558.7
Table 5.13: Mean FIT suite construction time(s)
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Figure 5.16 illustrates the comparison of construction time for FIT test suite for 2,3 way
interaction testing of subjects. The mean construction time of DC and CC are quite similar
but the time linearly scales for 3-way testing. The mean construction time for 2-way and
3-way test suites are presented in Table 5.13. The construction time of 3-way suite is
about 25 times larger than 2-way but still under 10 minutes which acceptable. Comparing
to the exponential amounts of t-tuples for which the full interaction coverage test suite
has to be generated thus, mean time of 10 minutes is reasonable.
5.5.6. Study 5: Effects of Cyclometic Complexity on Interaction Testing
This section of experiments presents the result of experiments for t-way interaction testing
of virtual options. This section of experiments investigate the sufferings of CCAs under
the effect of different levels of cyclometic complexities in configuration space models of
subject applications.
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Figure 5.17: Overview of the coverage suffering of CCA across different t and cyclo levels
t Cyclo
2 3 4 5 >=6
2 96.1 83.2 71.2 62.7 59.6
3 95.5 78.7 64.7 52.2 45
Table 5.14: Mean % Coverage CCA test suites across cyclos
Figure 5.17 illustrates the percentage coverage provided by CCA across 2-way and 3-
way interactions and cyclo levels for all the subjects. The overall coverage of CCA is
decreasing as cyclo levels increase and t increase the suffering begins from cyclo=3 unlike
cyclo=4 which is earlier than 1-way VO testing. The minimum CCA coverage is revealed
in cyclo 6 where the mean coverage of CCA in cyclo=6 2-way vs 3-way respectively
is 59.6% and 45% with maximum variance in overall coverage across the subjects, the
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means are shown in Table 5.17. The reason being due to exponential new t-way interaction
tuples to cover which t-way CCA can’t provide, due to high tangling. Although CCA
can provide significant raw coverage under low cyclometic complexities but it suffers
significantly for small increase both t and cyclometic complexity.
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Figure 5.18: CCA coverage for both criterion for each subject against cyclo levels
Figure 5.18 illustrates the degree of coverage provided to each subject across different
cyclo levels for both DC and CC criterion. The figure demonstrates partial coverage
provided by CCA coverage which can provide effective coverage in cyclo=2 but started
to suffer from cyclo=3 onwards. From the figure the cluster of CCA coverage getting
more and more scattered and shifting towards lower percent coverage as cyclo increases
and observed least coverage for cyclo=6 due to the prominent tangling effect, where the
range of coverage is between 15% and 88% with mean coverage of approx 52%. The
coverage of CCA has faced significant suffering for cyclo>=6 which indicate the extent
to which option tangling can affect coverage.
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Figure 5.19: Summary of coverage across different cyclo,t levels for both criterion
Figure 5.19 capture the overall summary of coverages provided by CCA against different
cyclo levels for the subjects. Criterion wise both DC and CC show very close behaviour
for both t levels, but both are significantly affected as t is increased. The range of mean
coverage for DC for both 2-way and 3-way is 96%-58% and 95%-42% while the CC re-
ceives 96%-61% and 95%-47%. The minimum coverage for 2-way is approx. 60% while
3-way receives approx. 45% coverage. Generally, 3-way observed 15% less coverage
than 2-way, which is a quite significant percentage in t-way interaction testing.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of FIT test suite size for both criterion and different cyclo levels
Crit. t Cyclo
2 3 4 5 >=6
CC 2 17.5 48.9 32.8 25.1 59.1
DC 2 17.6 48.5 32.2 24.4 56
CC 3 61.1 205.1 147.9 93.3 195.2
DC 3 61.5 204.1 139.2 90.3 179.8
Table 5.15: Mean test cases across cyclos and criterion
Figure 5.20 illustrates the number of test cases composing FIT test suites across differ-
ent cyclo levels and interaction strength 2 and 3. Its is apparent that 2-way interaction
coverage requires much less number of test cases in comparison to 3-way. Criterion wise
DC and CC require almost comparable number of test cases. The overall proportion of
3-way test cases is much higher than 2-way which is expected. The range of mean test
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cases for DC and CC for 2-way across all cyclo level ranges between 18-60 test cases vs
61-200 test cases. In comparison with the number of t-tuples to cover, the FIT test suite
size are fraction, but they can provide 100% interaction coverage. The mean test cases
are presented in Table 5.15.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of proportion of FIT test suite vs CCA for all subjects across
different cyclo and criterion
Figure 5.21 illustrates the relative size of FIT test suites compared to CCA size, for both
criterion and all cyclo levels. For 2-way, the size is expectedly lower than 3-way. The
mean percent test cases for 2-way across all cyclo levels range between approx 182-353%
in comparison to 3-way test cases which range between 285-520%. The mean test suite
size for 3-way is about 1.3 times more than corresponding 2-way test suite which can
provide full coverage to orders of valid t-tuples of settings.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of FIT testsutie generation time
Crit. t Cyclo
2 3 4 5 >=6
CC 2 0.2 1.6 0.6 0.5 235.2
DC 2 0.3 1.6 0.6 0.5 128.4
CC 3 1.9 32.3 9 4.1 345.2
DC 3 1.7 31.6 6.3 2.8 206.5
Table 5.16: Mean FIT suite generation times(s)
The Figure 5.22 illustrates a comparison of FIT test suite generation timings for both
criterion against 2-way and 3-way interactions across the range of cyclos. The figure re-
veals overall the test suite generation timing for 2-way is significantly less than 3-way but
grows linearly as cyclo levels increase. For both t-levels the max timings are observed
in cyclo=6 region where 2-way mean timings across criterion are 128s and 235s as com-
pared to 3-way timings of 345s and 206s. Generally, the test suite generation time for CC
is higher than DC which is due to the more virtual option settings to cover for CC. The
mean test suite generation timings is under 6 minutes.
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5.6. Discussion
In these studies the goal was to investigate the possible use of Covering Arrays (CAs)
for the t-way option and interaction testing under a test criteria, for real world highly
configurable softwares. Therefore, we had devised two categories of experiments i.e.
virtual option testing and t-way virtual option interaction testing.
The t-way virtual option testing revealed on average the covering arrays suffer but 3-way
covering arrays can provide sufficient coverage for 1-way virtual option testing for DC and
CC. However, there MC/DC coverage was limited. We’ve found out that complementing
both t-2 and 3-way covering arrays with a fraction of test cases can turn them into full
coverage 1-way interaction test suites while a quarter-of additional test cases w.r.t to the
the size of 3-way CA can turn in to full coverage test suite. However, for 2-way case the
CAs suffer greatly providing full coverage and on average require the equivalent number
of additional test cases for MC/DC complete coverage.
Covering arrays (CAs) suffer effectively, by the effects of complexity of the options and
their tangling. For 1-way testing the suffering effects start from cyclometic complexity
level 3 for all criterion given a 2-way CA and same degree of suffering begin for cyclo
level 4 in 3-way CA case. From, that segment of experiments we’ve observed that 3-way
CA with additional test cases can be adopted for 1-way virtual option testing.
The t-way virtual option interaction testing with CAs revealed their inadequacy for inter-
action testing. The 2-way interaction testing performed better than its stronger equivalent
3-way. However, CA faced significant coverage drops for 3-way. The effect was more
pronounced with the increasing levels of cyclometic complexity. As the complexity in-
creased from cyclo=2 and onwards the coverage dropped to less than 50%. For software
application where testing requirements are flexible and low coverage levels are accept-
able, CAs can be adopted. Despite the fact CAs suffer greatly with the only benefit of the
shorter generation time or off-the-shelf use. While, the software specific test suites ob-
tained by our approach guarantee to provide complete t-way testing and t-way interaction
coverage for any level of option tangling.
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6THREATS TO VALIDITY
In the thesis our primary validity threats are external validity threats that can limit our abil-
ity to generalize our results to industrial-grade higly large scale software systems.
The foremost validity threat is the optimal full coverage interaction test suite generation
by our algorithm, since our designed algorithm is greedy and generates the test suite
specific to a given testsubject for a given criterion, the generated test suite might not be
an optimal one, despite our best efforts to come up with an optimal test suite. The reason
being the size of full coverage test suite is largely attributed to the subject’s complexity
and the actual structure of virtual options. In the case of large degree of collisions of
constraints under a given criterion, the algorithm will result in a larger test suite. We’ve
made an effort to minimize this effect by optimally placing the new incoming constraints
in the pool of contraints in the recent past, that way the probability of constraint collision
in minimized and the placement time is tried to minimize while avoiding creation of new
contraint pools to the best. We didn’t randomize the order of incoming contraints during
test generation runs, although the different order of arrival in constraints can result in
different overall test suite size. It is believed that an investigation in this regard might
reveal optimized test suites.
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For the experimentation and analysis we have used 18 different subject applications. Al-
though, all these subject applications are real-world widely used applications however,
they still represent limited number of data points. All of the subjects were C based and
the configurability mechanisms were C preprocessor(cpp) based which may not compre-
hensively generalize the results. However, expanding the spectrum of subject applications
from other languages and very high configuration complexity might reveal additional lim-
itations.
The timings reported from our interaction test suite generation phases cannot characterize
the efficiency of our testgeneration phase and it is believed that more efficient timing
statistics might have been obtained if the implementation of our algorithm was based on
a non-symbolic computation language. Our implementation was based in Mathematica,
despite the flexibility and power of the language its is believed not to be an optimal choice
for implementing an industrial grade tool, despite Mathematica excels in certain areas
of optimality yet its timing performance as a symbolic computation can not match the
traditional languages.
Another potential threat to our approach is the static configurability of the software sys-
tems, since in our test subjects we have tested only the virtual options that were statically
present in the codebase which can be configured during compilation. However, in the
broad spectrum of recent real world softwares the configurablity is also linked with run-
time code generation and runtime configurability placement in the code. Its believed that
certain application possess limited static configrability and larger runtime configurabil-
ity which can remain hidden during the static analysis of a code base. It is believed for
a complete capture of configuration space, runtime configurability should be taken into
account.
Finally, we have not evaluated the fault revealing ability of our approach. However, we
believe from [21] work that t-way interaction faults caused by the interaction of virtual
options can be effectively revealed by our approach. Mutation testing of faulty variants
with seeded interaction faults can be quantatively measured. Investigation in this regard,
would have provided empirical evidence of fault revealing ability of our proposed ap-
proach.
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7CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we have addressed the problem of t-way and t-wise interaction testing of
configuration options (virtual options) in highly configurable software systems and inves-
tigated the suitability of covering arrays in this application domain.
Covering Arrays CAs are employed for testing the t-way configurations of applications in
a very small number of test configuration during CIT. But they are not appropriate to test
configuration options. They suffer under the effect of structural complexity and tangling
of options. Failure to provide complete coverage cannot establish test confidence and
critical faults might remain still hidden. We’ve developed an approach to address this
issue by proposing a graybox based static analysis of source code of actual real world
software applications. We’ve also proposed novel CIT criterion for t-wise interaction
testing of virtual options. The configuration information obtained from the static analysis
of source code, guided by the coverage criterion has been utilized to generate testcase that
can provide missing or complete coverage in this circumstances. Although, CAs can be
used to test the structure of virtual options and high strength covering arrays can provide
more than 85% of test coverage. However, the results indicate they were not suitable
for interaction coverage and they are significantly affected under the effects of structural
complexity and option tangling. CAs cannot provide appropriate t-wise interaction where
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the coverage drops to less than 50% which get more worse for high values of t. Our greedy
approach based tool can generate full coverage t-way and t-wise interaction coverage
testsuite specific to a given highly configurable software based on its static analysis of the
configurability code.
For 1-way testing of a configuration option under a given testing criterion we had com-
plemented a CA with a fraction of additional testcases for complete coverage. However,
for t-way interaction coverage we’ve generated the subject specific interaction testsuites,
whose size is although larger than CA aimed to address, the missing coverages, which
CA fail to provide due to their sufferings.
For a future work we intend to investigate on techniques for generation of full coverage
optimal testsuites. Moreover, a quantitative investigation of faults caused by the interac-
tions of virtual options will determine the fault revealing ability of the obtained testsuites.
Another direction of future work we intend to extend the static analysis of the subject
application to dynamic analysis, through which we will be able to capture the runtime
configurability and development of techniques that can perform runtime testsuite genera-
tion and perform testing activity on the fly.
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AEMPIRICAL RESULTS
This appendix contains the row data from the experiment we have conducted.
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Column Name Description
Sut Id/sutid Subject Application Id
Sut Name/sutname Subject Application Name
Version Version of Sut
Conf.Opts/nco No of Configuration Options
PncX Percent Configuration Options in Cyclo:X
PHIcX Percent High Level Ifs in Cyclo:X
CoI Complexity Index
NtXca Size of t:X way CA
tXcc % CC Coverage for t:X way
tXdc % DC Coverage for t:X way
tXmcdc % MCDC Coverage for t:X way
Atc No. of Additional testcases
AtcT No. of Additional testcases Construction time(s)
dc Decision Coverage
cc Condition Coverage
mcdc MCDC
Tec Total constraints to cover
Eco Constraints covered
nvo No of Virtual Options
Nvosett No of Virtual Option Settings
Nunqsett No of Unique Settings
seedsize Size of Seed
initT Initialization Time(s)
consT Construction Time(s)
Nttup Total t-tuples
Nvttup No of valid t-tuples
Nvalcovsd No of valid t-tuples covered by seed
Ncitts No of testcases in FIT testsuite
coverage % Coverage
ccats No of Testcases in CCA
cacov % Coverage by CCA
Table A.1: Description of column names
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Sut Id Sut Name Version Application Conf. Opts Batch
0 berkeleydb 4.7.25 database system 2 1
1 mpsolve 2.2 mathematical solver 14 1
2 dia 0.96.1 diagramming application 15 1
3 irissi 0.8.13 IRC client 30 1
4 xterm 2.4.3 terminal emulator 38 1
5 parrot 0.9.1 virtual machine 51 1
6 pidgin 2.4.0 IM 53 1
7 python 2.6.4 programming language 68 1
8 gimp 2.6.8 graphics manipulator 79 1
9 vim 7.3 text editor 79 1
10 xfig 3.2.5 vector graphics editor 79 1
11 sylpheed 2.6.0 email client 84 1
12 cherokee 1.0.2 web server 97 1
13 privoxy 3.0.12 proxy server 130 2
14 lighthttpd 1.4.22 web server 133 2
15 clamav 0.94.2 antivirus 161 2
16 gnumeric 1.9.5 spreadsheet application 169 2
18 openvpn 2.0.9 security 211 2
Table A.2: Subject applications (SUTs)
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